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1. Introduction 

With the increasing demand for stability, reliabili-

ty and safety of modern machinery, the traditional spiral 

transmission structure can no longer meet the engineering 

requirements. The variable lead spiral transmission stands 

out for its high stability, zero-lead self-locking and elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication. It is widely used in extrusion 

dehydration institutions, filling production line transmis-

sion devices, subway door transmission devices and so on. 

 

2. An overview of the variable lead spiral transmission 

 

2.1 The current research status of the variable lead spiral 

transmission 

 

Compared with the traditional spiral transmission, 

the variable lead spiral transmission can realize the variab-

le speed linear motion of the nut and also has the characte-

ristics of zero-lead self-locking. 

In terms of the design of the variable lead helix, 

Tang Chun [1] applied the variable lead conic spiral to the 

design of the cooling tank shape of the rocket engine, and 

designed a variable inclination variable lead spiral groove. 

Liu Lixin [2] put forward the design of varying pitch screw 

according to the transmission device of the filling pro-

duction line. Shan Jihong [3] analyzed the law of cylindri-

cal spiral motion and established the parametric equation 

of the variable-lead cylindrical helix and helical surface. 

Zhang Wei [4] adopted circular transition curve, polyno-

mial curve and a variation transition curve to fit the variab-

le-lead helix. 

In terms of the research on the performance and 

motion characteristics of variable lead spiral mechanism, 

Ming J.T [5] analyzed the motion of variable-lead spiral 

mechanism with a conical helical roller to optimize the 

geometric parameters of the tapered roller by improving 

the transmission quality and reducing the sliding speed. 

Shen-Tarng Chiou [6] analyzed the motion characteristics 

of variable-lead spiral mechanism (VLSM) and obtained 

the influence of mechanism input speed on output torque 

and power. Wei Zhang [7] analyzed the influence of diffe-

rent variable lead helical lines on the elastohydrodynamic 

lubrication state of the spiral pair mechanism and obtained 

the conditions of forming the lubricant film with variable 

lead spiral transmission mechanism. Chen Xiaofen [8] car-

ried out a kinematic analysis of the movement of the roller 

and the screw rod in the spiral drive, obtained the relative 

sliding speed of the roller relative to the screw rod and 

analyzed the factors that influenced the relative sliding. BN 

Zotov [9] utilized both the experimental and simulation 

calculations to analyze the pressure characteristics of the 

invariable lead screw rod and the variable lead screw rod. 

HS Yan [10] and other researchers analyzed the meshing 

characteristics of variable-pitch spiral pair of different he-

lical rollers and the geometric surface geometry of the he-

lical groove. 

Some scholars chose the most suitable lead 

function for different application situations. HB. Qiao [11] 

adopted fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to comprehensi-

vely evaluate the reliability of the elevator braking system 

in mine, demonstrating the reliability of the whole braking 

system. Gao Jianghong [12] applied fuzzy comprehensive 

evaluation to the design of motion of the cam mechanism 

follower and established a two-level evaluation system to 

evaluate the motion of follower from the aspects of speed, 

load, cost, noise and precision in order to select the most 

reasonable motion law of cam mechanism follower. 

Based on the analysis of the motion characteris-

tics of the variable-lead helix and the roller, the parameter 

equation of the variable-lead helix is designed firstly. Then 

based on the analysis of the contact stress and the state of 

the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, the optimum design 

method of the roller is studied. 

 

2.2. The analysis of motion characteristics of variable lead 

spiral transmission 

 

Schematic diagram of variable lead spiral drive 

mechanism is shown in Fig. 1, where 1 is the variable lead 

screw rod, 2 is the nut, 3 is the spiral groove, and 4 is the 

screw roller. The nut meshes with the spiral groove of the 

variable lead screw rod through the screw roller. The screw 

roller guides the nut to move along the spiral groove track 

in the spiral groove, and the nut performs the change speed 

linear motion according to the axial direction of the screw 

rod. Compared with the traditional spiral mechanism, va-

riable lead spiral mechanism has the characteristics as 

follow: 

1) Stability: The lead of the variable lead screw 

drive continuously changes. There is no sudden change of 

speed during the movement, which eliminates the impact 

caused by the sudden change of speed and makes the roller 

in spiral groove own higher stability in the process of mo-

vement; 

2) Zero-lead self-locking: When the roller moves 

to the zero lead of the screw rod, since the lead angle is 

zero, the spiral angle must be less than the friction angle. 

The self-locking occurs when the roller moves to the zero-

lead position of the screw rod, which means that when the 

roller acts as an active part and the screw rod acts as a 

follower, free transmission cannot be achieved, that is the 
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zero-lead self-locking.  

3) Elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication: In the variab-

le-lead spiral pair, the contact between the surface of roller 

and the spiral groove will generate great contact pressure. 

If the lubrication condition is good, the contact between 

them will produce lubricating film and realize elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the variable lead spiral drive 

mechanism 

 

3. Analysis and design of the variable lead screw 

 

The variable lead screw rod can be divided into 

two types: equal slot wide variable lead screw and equal 

crown width variable lead screw. This paper mainly studies 

the equal slot wide variable lead screw. 

 

3.1. The mathematical model of the variable lead screw 

 

Spiral motion is a combination of rotational and 

linear motion, which can be regarded as a linear movement 

which a moving point moves along a cylindrical bus-bar 

and a circular motion along a cylindrical axis. The velocity 

of linear motion is v(t), a function of t and the angular ve-

locity function for circular motion is w(t). When w(t) and 

v(t) are constant at the same time, the spiral motion is inva-

riable lead spiral motion; if one of them is not a constant 

function, it turns into a variable lead spiral motion. 
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Eq. (1) is the parameter equation of invariable 

lead screw parameter, where w represents the angular velo-

city of the screw movement and v is speed of the linear 

motion. In the invariable lead bit z0=v(t0), t0 represents the 

time of one rotation of the screw, and R is the radius of the 

screw rod. 
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Eq. (2) is a general parametric equation for a va-

riable-lead screw, where w(t) and v(t) are variables. v(t) is 

the velocity of linear motion and w(t) is the angular veloci-

ty function for circular motion. The common variable lead 

screw motion is that the rotating speed of the screw is 

constant, that is, w(t) is a constant w; nut lead change v(t) 

is a variable, then the same time period the 

lead
0

0
( )

t

z v t dt  , since v(t) is variable. Thus the formed 

screw is a variable-lead screw.  

Fig. 2 shows the unfolded drawing of invariable 

lead and variable lead screw. Unfolded drawing of a cons-

tant lead screw is a straight line, and the unfolded drawing 

of a variable lead screw is a curve. The angle between 

unfolded line of the invariable lead screw and the horizon-

tal axis is the helix angle, and the angle between tangent 

line and the horizontal line at each point on the unfolding 

curve of the variable lead screw is the helix angle at this 

position. 
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Fig. 2 Unfolded drawing of variable lead screw and inva-

riable lead screw 

 

3.2. Settings of variable lead screw parameter  

 

3.2.1. Design of lead function  

 

The lead function of the variable lead helix is the 

same as that of the follower nut. The main parameters to be 

considered include the movement time t of the driven me-

chanism, the movement distance S, and the movement ve-

locity v and acceleration a at each position. There are two 

different lead functions in Fig. 3. 
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a) Quadratic term positive isokinetic curve 
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b) Quintic terms correction isokinetic curve 
 

Fig. 3 The curve form of two kinds of lead functions 

 

3.2.2. The determination of the angular velocity of the 

screw 

 

According to the change of the lead range, the 

whole variable lead screw is divided into two sections: the 

lead change section and the invariant section. The lead of 
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the screw in the invariant section is recorded as L. The 

equation for calculating the angular velocity of the screw 

rod is Eq. (3). 
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Among them, v , mm/min represents the average 

speed, S0, mm is the length of the screw rod, t0, min is the 

time that the nut takes to run the screw rod, n, r/min is the 

rotational speed of the screw rod, L is the lead of the screw 

rod in the constant lead phase, and w is the angular speed. 

 

3.2.3. The design of the radius of the screw rod 

 

The influence of the pressure angle should be 

considered in the setting of the radius of the screw rod of 

the variable guide. In order to realize the greater 

transmission efficiency, the factor of the helix angle φ 

should be taken into consideration. The transmission effi-

ciency η of the screw pair is calculated as: 
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In Eq. (4), φ is the helix angle, and ρv is equiva-

lent friction angle of the screw pair.  

The efficiency of the helix angle φ in the range of 

20º-60º is highest. The relationship between the helix angle 

and the diameter of the screw rod d can be listed as 

follows: 
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The relationship between pressure angle and 

screw radius is shown in Eq. (6), where the allowable 

pressure angle [α] is in the range of 25º-35º. 
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The R is the radius of the screw rod, ds is the deri-

vation of the linear displacement of the roller, and d  is 

the derivative of the rotational angle of the roller. 

According to the fourth strength, the calculated 

stress of dangerous cross-section is calculated to check the 

strength of the screw. 
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The d is the diameter of the screw rod. The T is 

the torque that drives the screw rod, and the [σ] is the al-

lowable stress. F is the maximum axial load for the motion 

of the screw rod, which is calculated as Eq. (8). 
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where: α is the acceleration; m is the screw delivery quali-

ty; μ is the friction coefficient of the guide rail; and f is the 

guide surface resistance; F1 is axial load at forward accele-

ration; F2 is axial load at constant forward speed; F3 is 

axial load at forward deceleration; F4 is axial load at retur-

ning acceleration; F5 is axial load at constant returning 

speed; F6 is axial load at returning deceleration. 

The maximum of the F is within the range of F1 

or F3. 

Select the appropriate helix angle, and calculate 

the radius R of the screw rod according to the Eq. (5). Then 

put it into the Eqs. (6) and (7) to verify whether it meets 

the requirements of the pressure angle and strength. Fi-

nally, the designed parameter variables are put into Eq. (2) 

to obtain the parameter equation of the variable lead helix. 

In addition to the above parameters, the width and 

depth of the spiral groove are determined by the spiral rol-

ler, and the design of the spiral roller in the variable lead 

spiral pair is described below. 

 

4. Analysis of contact stress of spiral rollers 

 

4.1. Analysis of the motion characteristics of spiral rollers 

 

There are several types of rollers, such as cylind-

rical rollers, tapered rollers, ball cone rollers, and drum 

rollers. In order to ensure that the contact between the rol-

ler and the spiral groove is a line contact, the cylindrical 

roller is selected for research. 

The motion analysis of the spiral roller is mainly 

to determine whether the movement of the cylindrical rol-

ler in the screw spiral groove is pure rolling or rolling ac-

companied by sliding. 

So the contact point between the cylindrical roller 

and the spiral groove is selected to study the motion cha-

racteristics of spiral rollers, and the screw is defined as the 

dynamic reference system. 

The angle speed of the variable lead screw is w1, 

the outer diameter of the spiral groove is r1, and the inner 

diameter is r2. The self-propagation angular velocity of the 

cylindrical roller is w2, and the radius of is r3, as shown in 

Fig. 4. 

The velocity of the spiral groove at the outer dia-

meter is ν1=r1×w1, the velocity at the inner diameter is 

ν2=r2×w1, and the velocity of the surface of the roller is 

ν3=r3×w2. 

If the relative motion between the roller and the 

spiral groove is required to be pure rolling, then the speed 

of the contact point of the roller and the spiral groove 

should be equal, namely: 
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3 1 3 2
, ,v v v v   (9) 

 

where: v1 is the velocity of the spiral groove at the outer 

diameter; v2 is the velocity at the inner diameter; and v3 is 

the velocity on the surface of the roller. 
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Fig. 4 Roller in the spiral groove velocity diagram 

 

It is obvious that ν1≠ ν2, so there is no pure rolling 

between the cylindrical roller and the spiral groove, and 

there must be sliding. Then the sliding friction may aggra-

vate the friction and wear and reduce the service life of the 

roller.  

Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the contact 

stress and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication of the screw 

pair. The spiral roller can be designed by decreasing the 

contact stress and increasing the thickness of the oil film. 

The design method can improve the life of the roller. 

 

4.2. Contact analysis of the screw pair 

 

Contact type between cylindrical roller and spiral 

groove can be equivalent to the two cylinders’ line contact. 

According to Hertz contact theory, the maximum contact 

stress between the two is the formula [13]: 
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In the formula: L is contact line length, mm; ρ is 

radius of curvature of the composite, mm; μ1, μ2 is Poisson 

ratio of the roller and the screw material, E1, E2 are the 

elastic modulus of the roller and screw material, MPa, and 

Fn is the normal load between the roller and the spiral 

groove. 

To calculate the maximum contact stress, the a-

bove parameters are calculated separately. 

 

4.2.1. Synthetical curvature radius ρ 

 

The formula for calculating the synthetical curva-

ture radius of a spiral pair mechanism is: 
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where: ρ is the synthetical curvature radius, R1 is the nor-

mal curvature radius of the cylindrical roller, and the R2 is 

the curvature radius of the spiral groove. 

The normal curvature radius of the cylindrical rol-

ler is R1, which is also the roller radius, and the length L of 

the contact line is the length L0 of the roller bus bar. 

The curved surface of the variable lead helix is 

G(θ, z), and its curve surface parameter equation [14] is: 
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where: θ is the tangent angle between the roller and the 

inner part of the spiral groove. The r is the radius of the 

screw rod, the w is the angular velocity of the circumferen-

tial motion of the helix, the t is the time, and the f(t) is the 

axial distance of the screw. 

According to the differential geometry, the first 

and second basic forms of the spiral surface are as follows: 
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The normal curvature of the variable lead helix is: 
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where: kn is the normal curvature of the variable-lead helix, 

f' is the reciprocal of f to t. 

Thus the normal curvature radius of the spiral 

groove R2 is: 
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Finally, the Synthetical Curvature Radius is ob-

tained: 
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4.2.2. Modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio of materials 

 

The material used for roller and screw is generally 

40Cr and 45 # steel, all of which are made of steel. The 

modulus of elasticity is 
5

2.06 10 MPa  and Poisson ratio 

is 0.3. 
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4.2.3. Normal load 
 

As shown in Fig. 5, FQ is the integrated work load 

on the roller. Because there is only one roller, so it is close 

to the axial load for the motion of the screw rod in the 

Eq. (8). Fn is the normal force and Fm is the tangential force 

on the roller.  
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Fig. 5 A schematic diagram of the force of a roller in a 

spiral groove 

 

The formula between them: 
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where: α is the pressure angle between the spiral groove 

and the roller. ds are the derivative of the linear displace-

ment of the roller, and dφ is the derivative of the roller 

rotation angle. r is the radius of the screw rod, w is the an-

gular velocity of the circular motion of the helix, and v is 

the linear velocity of the roller. 

 

5. Optimal design of roller based on elasto-hydrodyna-

mic lubrication 

 

5.1. Analysis of Elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication characte-

ristics of screw pair 

 

In order to improve the service life of the variable 

lead screw pair, in addition to reducing the contact stress 

between the spiral roller and the spiral groove, we also 

need to improve the lubrication condition of the screw pair. 

Lubrication can not only reduce friction and wear of va-

riable lead screw pair mechanism, but also decrease the 

movement temperature of screw pair and prevent corro-

sion. It is very important to study the lubrication of screw 

pair. 

Considering that the movement time of the whole 

screw pair is much longer than that of the lubricating oil 

flowing into the Hertz contact area, the quasi-steady state 

Elasto-hydrodynamic model is used to calculate the mini-

mum oil film thickness between the roller and the spiral 

groove. The formula for calculating the minimum oil film 

thickness is based on the Dowson-Higginson’s line contact 

minimum oil film thickness calculation formula [15]: 
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where: α is the pressure-viscosity coefficient of the lubrica-

ting oil, m2/N; η0 is dynamic viscosity of lubricating oil at 

normal temperature and pressure, Ns/m2, u is entrainment 

speed of lubricating oil, m/s, R is the equivalent curvature 

radius, m, E' is equivalent elastic modulus, Pa and W is 

maximum load on unit contact length, N/m. 

 

5.1.1. Equivalent curvature radius 
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where: R1 and R2 in the formula is the normal curvature 

radius of the roller and the spiral groove at the contact 

point respectively. When the lead is increased, “-” sign is 

taken in the formula; when the lead is decreased, “+” sign 

is taken in the formula. 
 

5.1.2. Equivalent elastic modulus  
 

According to the Hertz contact theory, the formu-

la for calculating the equivalent elastic modulus ( E  ) of 

the screw pair is: 
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where: μ1, μ2 are Poisson's ratio of roller and screw rod, E1, 

E2 are elastic modulus of roller and screw rod. 

 

5.1.3. The entrainment speed of the lubricating oil 

 

Because the viscosity of the lubricating oil used in 

the screw pair structure is relatively high, even a very 

small sliding can transfer the shear of the spiral groove of 

the screw rod. The reel speed of the lubricating oil between 

the spiral groove and the roller is as follows: 
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where: u1 is the relative sliding speed of the roller and the 

spiral groove; u2 is the absolute speed of the spiral groove 

in the sliding direction in the overall coordinate system. 
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where: v is the moving speed of the roller in the direction 

of the screw axis; φ is the rotational displacement of the 

screw; θ is the rotational displacement of the roller in the 

local coordinate system of the roller. 
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where: R is the screw radius, λ is the screw angle at a cer-

tain contact point, and φ is the screw rotation displacement. 

 

5.1.3. Load on unit contact length 

 

The formula for calculating the load per contact 

length: 
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where: Fn is the normal load of the roller, FQ is the integra-

ted work load of the roller, α is the pressure angle between 

the spiral groove and the roller, L0 is length of roller’s bus. 

 

5.2. Optimal design of spiral roller 

 

It can be seen from the above research that in or-

der to better set the parameters of the roller, it is required 

to satisfy the following two conditions, namely, satisfying 

the contact stress requirement and realizing the elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). 

 

5.2.1. To meet the requirement of contact stress 

 

Because the main failure form of roller and spiral 

groove is pitting fatigue, the fatigue strength design of 

screw pair should be designed according to pitting fatigue. 

The maximum contact stress between roller and spiral 

groove contact surface shall not exceed the allowable con-

tact stress of material, namely: 
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where is: σH maximum contact stress of screw pair, [σ] is 

the allowable contact stress of a roller or screw groove, σs 

is the yield strength of the material, [S] is the allowable 

safety factor of the contact stress of the screw pair. 

 

5.2.2. To achieve elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication 

 

According to the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication 

theory, the oil film thickness between the roller and the 

spiral groove refers to the distance between the center lines 

of the two contact surface distance. Full fluid dynamic 

lubrication can only be achieved when the minimum oil 

film thickness can completely cover the surface roughness; 

otherwise it is partial elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication or 

boundary lubrication. The index for determining the state 

of elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication is the ratio of the film 

thickness λ, which is equal to the ratio of the minimum 

thick film thickness to the root mean square deviation of 

the surface roughness. The expression of the ratio of the 

film thickness λ is [16]: 
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where: σ1, σ2 are respectively the surface roughness of two 

contact surfaces. 

When λ≤1, it represents the boundary lubrication 

conditions and has abrasion. 

When 1<λ<3, it represents the partial elastohyd-

rodynamic lubrication. Whether abrasion occurs should be 

judged according to the specific circumstances. 

When λ≥3, it represents the full elastohydrody-

namic lubrication without abrasion. 

 

6. Case study metro gate’s variable lead spiral trans-

mission 

 

6.1. The advantages of variable lead screw pair in metro 

gate design 

 

Due to the frequent opening and closing and high-

speed operation of the subway door, it needs to have high 

stability and high precision, especially self-locking.  

Therefore, the traditional constant lead screw has some 

shortcomings in reliability and service life; The variable 

lead screw can realize the variable linear motion of the nut 

or rotor under the condition of keeping the lead screw at 

constant speed, and has the feature of zero-lead self-

locking, which can meet the requirement of frequent ope-

ning and safety of the subway door. 

So as to achieve the synchronized movement state 

of the two doors. When the metro door opens and closes, it 

can slow down or increase the speed of the metro door by 

using variable lead screw rod instead of traditional screw 

rod, which will greatly reduce the impact brought by the 

abrupt speed change of the screw on the metro door system 

and make it run more smoothly. 

 

6.2. Design of the variable lead helix 

 

6.2.1. Design of lead function  

 

The nut in the subway door system is connected 

with the metro door through the gantry, so the lead 

function of the helix is also the motion equation of the met-

ro gate. The design parameters of the metro door are 

shown in Table 1. The selected door opening is 1400 mm, 

the single moving distance is 700 mm, and the opening and 

closing time of the door is 3 s. 

Table 1  

Structural parameters of the metro door 

Parameters Numerical value 

door opening, mm 4

0
1400   

door height, mm 1860 

supply air pressure, bar 5 

service voltage, V DC110 

door opening and closing time, s 5.03  
Adjustment range of opening and 

closing time, s 
1.5-4.5 

 

The motion equations for designing metro gates 

are given in Eq. (26). 
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where: S is the movement distance, t is the movement time. 

 

6.2.2. Setting of the angular velocity of the screw 

 

The motion distance of the subway gate S0 is 

70 mm, and the total time of the movement t0 is 3 s. The 

guide can be selected from 60-80 mm and L=70 mm is 

chosen as the lead of the invariant guide stage of the screw 
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from the perspective of standardization. The angular velo-

city is calculated by the Eq. (3). The angular velocity is 

w=29.3 rad/s. 

 

6.2.3. Design of the screw radius 

 

After the spiral line of the screw is unfolded on 

the cylindrical surface, the expansion line of the spiral line 

is the displacement curve of the roller, which has the con-

sistency. The x axis represents the circumferential di-

rection of the screw, and the y axis represents the move-

ment direction of the nut. Helix angle φ is the angle 

between the tangent and the horizontal line of the expan-

sion line, pressure angle α the angle between the normal 

and the y axis. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the helix ang-

le φ is equal to the pressure angle α, and the best choice of 

pressure angle and helix angle is 30º-35º. When φ=α=30º is 

selected in the Eq. (5), the screw radius R=9.3 mm can be 

obtained. When round number R=10 mm is taken in 

Eq. (6), it is correct. 
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Fig. 6 Unfolded-drawing of helix 

 

Select 45 steel as the material of the screw rod, 

and its yield strength is: σs=355 MPa. Rated torsion is 

T=5000 Nmm, and the maximum axial force is F=288.4 N, 

then put them into Eq. (7): 

 

σs=19.15 MPa<[σ]. 

 

The strength of the screw meets the requirement, 

so the screw radius is finally determined to be 10 mm. 

 

6.2.4. Determination of the parameter equation of the va-

riable lead helix 

 

Finally, the parameters of the lead function, angu-

lar velocity and radius are put into (2), and the parametric 

equation of the variable lead helix can be obtained: 
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6.3. Design of variable lead screw roller 

 

According to the contact stress formula and the 

minimum oil film thickness, the radius and bus’s length of 

the cylindrical roller directly affect the basic stress and the 

lubricant film thickness of the screw pair mechanism, thus 

affecting the life and motion accuracy of the screw pair. 

The cylindrical roller radius and bus length will be desig-

ned from the perspectives of two factors, contact stress and 

oil film thickness. 

The material of the roller is 40Cr after modulation 

and the mechanical parameters of the material are shown in 

Table 2. Safety factor [S] is selected as 1.5. According to 

the Eq. (25), allowable contact stress of the roller is [σ] = 

=235 MPa. 

Table 2  

Mechanical parameters of screw pair structural 

 Mechanical 

strength σb, 

MPa 

Mechanical 

strength σs, 

MPa 

Mechanical 

strength σ-1, 

MPa 

Hard-

ness,  

HB 

40Cr 1000 800 485 ≤255 

 

6.3.1. Design of roller basic parameters based on contact 

stress 

 

First, the primary range of the roller’s radius is 

given 
1
(mm) (3,8)R  , the primary range of the length of 

the roller bus is (mm) (4, 7)L  . 

To ensure that the other parameters are constant, 

the length of the roller’s bus is respectively 4, 5, 6, 7 mm, 

and the change of the roller radius from 3 to 8 mm is ana-

lyzed. The change of contact stress of the screw pair me-

chanism is shown in Fig. 7. 

According to Fig. 7, a-d, the contact stress decrea-

ses with the increase of R1, and decreases with the increase 

of the length of the bus. According to a, when L=4 mm, 

R1=3 mm, the maximum contact stress σH is greater than 

the allowable contact stress 235 MPa, so the L must be  

≥ 5 mm. 

According to Fig. 7, c-d, to ensure that the 

maximum contact stress is within the allowable range, 

when L=5 mm, R1≥7 mm; when L=6 mm, R1≥5 mm; when 

L=7 mm, R1≥4 mm.  

 

6.3.2. Design of basic roller parameters based on oil film 

thickness 

 

The surface roughness of the roller and the screw 

pair is set to level II, which are respectively 0.125 and 

0.125 mm, then σ=0.178 mm. In order to realize partial 

elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, the minimum oil film 

thickness is hmin>0.178 mm. The two parameters (L=4 mm) 

or R1=3 mm are excluded by analyzing the contact stress. 

Other parameters remain unchanged. The change of rol-

ler’s radius from 4 to 8 mm and the minimum oil film thic-

kness of screw pair mechanism are analyzed respectively 

under the condition that roller’s bus length is 5, 6 and 

7 mm.  

According to Fig. 8, the minimum oil film thic-

kness increases with the increase of the radius of the cy-

lindrical roller and increases with the increase of the roller 

bus length, but the magnitude of the later one is negligible. 

In order to realize the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication 

state of the variable lead screw pair, the roller’s radius 

R1≥6 mm. 
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                          a) L=4 mm                                        b) L=5 mm 
 

    
 

                          c) L=6 mm                                        d) L=7 mm 
 

Fig. 7 Maximum contact stress at different roll radii 

 

   
 

          a) L=5 mm                        b) L=6 mm                            c) L=7 mm 
 

Fig. 8 Minimum oil film thickness at different roller radii 

 

6.4. The setting of roller parameters 

 

In order to ensure the contact stress is smaller 

than the allowable contact stress of the variable lead screw 

pair and realize elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, the value 

range of the bus length [5, 6]L  and radius of the cy-

lindrical roller 1
[6,8]R   can be obtained through the 

analysis of the contact stress and elastohydrodynamic lub-

rication of the variable lead screw pair. At the same time, 

the size of the length of the bus also affects the range of the 

radius, which means that the range of the allowable radius 

is different in the range of the different length of the bus. 

The specific value range is shown below. 

1

1

[5, 7], [7,8]
.

[6, 7], [6,8]

L R

L R

 


 

 

The value of the bus’s length and radius of the 

concrete roller can be taken in this range based on the ac-

tual conditions. 
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7. Conclusions 

 

The optimal design idea and method of variable 

lead screw pair based on contact stress and elastohydrody-

namic lubrication state are presented in this paper. The 

design of variable lead helix includes the design of lead 

function, the setting of screw angular velocity and screw 

radius. The spiral angle and pressure angle of screw pair 

have great influence on the determination of screw radius. 

Cylindrical line is used to analyze contact stress and elas-

tohydrodynamic lubrication of roller and spiral groove. 

The differential geometry theory is used to calculate the 

curvature radius of each point of the spiral groove. The 

influence of the radius of the cylindrical roller on the 

maximum contact stress and the minimum oil film thic-

kness of the screw pair mechanism are studied to determi-

ne the value range of the radius of cylindrical roller and the 

length of bus. Then the elastohydrodynamic lubrication 

(EHL) of the screw pair is realized. Finally, the variable 

lead screw pair obtained through optimization design 

increases the stability and life of variable lead screw 

transmission. 
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He Fei, Xu Xie, Guo Ning, Zhang Bentao, Yang Ke 

 

RESEARCH ON OPTIMUM DESIGN OF VARIABLE-

LEAD SPIRAL PAIR BASED ON CONTRACT STRESS 

AND ELASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION 

STATE 

 

S u m m a r y 

 

The design of variable-lead spiral pair mainly 

includes spiral wire and spiral roller. Based on the motion 

characteristics of the variable lead screw drive and nut co-

nnection mechanism, the variable lead helix function is 

designed. At the same time, the angular velocity of spiral 

wire rod and the radius of spiral wire are determined ac-

cording to the range of screw lead angle and pressure ang-

le, and the parameter equation of helix can be obtained. 

Then, the contact and lubrication characteristics of the va-

riable-lead helical pair are analyzed to design the helical 

roller with the goal of achieving the minimum contact 

stress and the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication state. The 

optional range of the radius and bus length of the variable 

lead screw is obtained. Finally, the application of variable-

lead spiral pair in the subway door system is used as an 

example to illustrate the optimized design of the variable 

lead spiral pair. 

 

Keywords: variable-lead spiral pair; helix; helical roller; 

contact stress; elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication. 
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